Training menu
Construction and engineering group

We provide training to help our contacts keep up to date
with developments in case law and legislation and to
deal with particular issues they may be facing. As well
as scheduled seminars we are able to provide bespoke
training programmes and “one off” sessions to meet
our contacts’ needs. Topics and the style / format of
delivery can be tailored to meet specific requirements
but, by way of example, could include:
—— Termination - timescales, grounds and what to serve

and by when

—— Payment notices under the Construction Act - the

right information, the right person and at the right
time

—— Top ten issues to be aware of when negotiating

appointments and / or building contracts

—— Getting your LAD figure right
—— Construction insurance - do you need them all?
—— Caps and limitations on liability - what do they

actually mean?

—— Help! My contractor has gone bust - things to think

about

—— Defective design, construction and / or advice -

what to do next

—— Trespass and nuisance - issues to look out for when

developing land

—— Adjudication tactics
—— Successfully dealing with delay and claims for EOTs
—— Cost effective dispute resolution - choosing the right

processes

—— Adjudication costs - how to recover them
—— Notices as conditions precedent to claims for time

and money

—— Employer payment security - is it necessary and

what are the options?

—— Off-site manufacturing - benefits, pitfalls and

practical solutions

If you would like to discuss the possibility of arranging
a session on any of the topics listed or perhaps one not
on this list please don’t hesitate to get in touch with one
of the contacts listed below.
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